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Abstract
Hydrogen bonds are a subset of non-covalent interactions that occur between
X-H — Y, in which X and Y are the very electronegative atoms. In our research, we
examine the more unconventional hydrogen bond-like interactions of thiol (SH) contain-
ing molecules using vapor-phase infrared (IR) spectroscopy and ab initio computational
chemistry. When the SH hydrogen bond donor complexes to a hydrogen bond acceptor,
a red shift of the SH stretching mode emerges. An anharmonic oscillator local mode
model is applied to the ethanethiol-trimethylamine dimer, and we determine that any
IR evidence of dimerization in our experiment is likely obscured by the asymmetric
absorption of CO2.
Introduction
Hydrogen bonding is the attractive interaction between a hydrogen atom from a molecule or
a molecular fragment X-H in which X is more electronegative than H, and an atom or a group
of atoms in the same or a different molecule, in which there is evidence of bond formation.1
While hydrogen bonding has been observed in molecules containing strongly electronegative
nitrogen, oxygen, and fluorine atoms, descriptions of hydrogen bonding in sulfur-containing
compounds are lacking. The non-covalent interactions have significant effects on observable
physical properties such as vapor pressures and phase transitions, and the discrepancies of
physical properties between thiol and alcohol analogues have consequently led scientists to
examine the nature of the sulfur hydrogen bond.2
The importance of sulfur hydrogen bonds has been expressed in systems ranging from hu-
man health to atmospheric chemistry. In biological systems, S-H hydrogen bonds have been
identified between cysteine and carbonyl oxygen in peptides.3 Furthermore, chemicals such
as hydrogen sulfide (H2S) have been associated to physiological processes like neuromodu-
lation, vasorelaxation, and more.4–7 The implications within atmospheric chemistry suggest
volatile organic sulfur compounds may function significantly in forming nanometer-sized
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particles acting as upper atmosphere nucleation sites that contribute to global warming.8,9
Insufficient understanding of aerosol chemistry and the potential negative effects provide the
largest uncertainty to climate change models and warrant further research.10
In this honors project, we have begun to explore sulfur hydrogen bonding through vapor-
phase infrared (IR) spectroscopy. Since the first half of the 20th century, sulfur hydrogen
bonds (S-H — Y) have been spectroscopically observed in condensed-phase IR such as in
the works of Gordy et. al, Sheppard, and Bicca de Alencastro et. al, but our experiments
examine the vapor phase for its closer modeling of atmospheric chemistry, elimination of
solvent effects, controlled conditions, increased resolution of absorption bands, and generally
high vapor pressures of target thiol compounds.2,11–13
Figure 1: Ab initio calculations predict a non-covalent interaction between S-H of ethanethiol
(left) and the nitrogen atom in trimethylamine (right)
An S-H hydrogen bonding interaction weakens the S-H bond and results in greater bond
length and a reduced bond force constant. This shifts the S-H stretching vibration to lower
frequency, a phenomenon known as red-shifting.14 As a result, evidence of hydrogen bond
formation could be observed with IR spectroscopy through shifts in frequency of the S-H
stretching mode. Du et. al. and Howard et. al. explore hydrogen bond formation through
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similar spectroscopic methods in identifying evidence of N-H and O-H hydrogen bond forma-
tion, respectively.15,16 Du et. al. utilize trimethylamine (TMA), a strong hydrogen-bonding
acceptor, to form N-H hydrogen-bound complexes with hydrogen-bond donating dimethy-
lamine (DMA) by recording monomer spectra (i.e. DMA and TMA absorption spectra
separately) and a dimer spectrum (i.e. a combined DMA-TMA sample spectrum).15 A spec-
tral subtraction of the two monomer spectra from the dimer spectrum reveals the emergence
of a red shift attributed to the non-covalent interaction of the two chemicals. Similarly,
Howard et. al. examines the interaction of methanol and TMA..16
Theoretical calculations have guided over our experimental efforts. Ab initio quantum
chemistry calculations with MOLPRO software determine monomer and dimer geometries
and energies.17 The difference in energies reveal the magnitude of energy stabilization upon
dimerization. An anharmonic oscillator (AO) local mode model will further aide in the
observation by prediction of the red-shifted S-H stretching mode by calculation of the in-
stantaneous dipole moment at incrementally varying bond lengths.18
As a second-row element, sulfur exhibits obvious differences compared to its first-row
equivalent O-H, namely in sulfur’s increased atomic size and corresponding diffuse electron
cloud. Miller et. al. highlight the apparent effect of these atomic differences with results
of decreased intensity of S-H stretching transitions attributed to low anharmonicity and
relatively small dipole moment derivatives.19 Due to the low intensity of S-H transitions as
reported by Miller et. al., a target system consisting of ethanethiol (EtSH) with the strong
hydrogen bond acceptor TMA as hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor, respectively, has been
selected for likely formation of an observable sulfur hydrogen bond with sufficient intensity
(Figure 1).
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Theoretical Methods
A hydrogen-bonded system can be modeled by the interaction of two monomers, in which
one is the hydrogen-bond donor and the other the hydrogen-bond acceptor. The complexed
monomers constitute a dimer. Z-matrices can be constructed to represent the internal co-
ordinate system of atoms with parameters of atomic number, bond length, bond angle, and
dihedral (torsion) angle. An example Z-matrix for ethanethiol is in Appendix A.
The molecule’s energy can be calculated using ab initio quantum chemistry software
MOLPRO.17 For each calculation, a theory and basis set are selected to describe the elec-
tronic structure of the Z-matrix. A Hartree-Fock (HF) method approximates the wavefunc-
tion and energy solutions to the Schrödinger Equation in the absence of dynamical electron
correlation.20,21
Post-Hartree-Fock methods, such as those of couple cluster (CC) and Møller-Plesset (MP)
perturbation theory, improve upon the initial approximation by more accurately describing
the wavefunction through inclusion of electron correlation, or the interactions between elec-
trons within one quantum mechanical system.21 The one-electron basis set is comprised of
mathematical functions used to construct molecular orbitals. While higher-leveled theories
and larger basis sets are undeniably better, there is proportionally high computational and
time expense. In this project, we use a new "gold-standard" calculation consisting of the
CCSD(T)-F12 level of theory with cc-pVDZ-F12 basis set.22 In a geometry optimization
calculation, the parameters are optimized for the lowest energy conformation. An example
of optimized geometry parameters are in Appendix A.
The CCSDT-F12/VDZ-F12 standard is preferred but may be computationally impracti-
cal to larger systems such as the EtSH-TMA dimer due to exceedingly vast calculation times.
Less precise theories such as MP2, B3LYP, and M06-2X may be used in such systems at lower
computational and time cost. Furthermore By calculating the monomer and dimer energy
values at their most stable conformations, the stabilization energy through dimerization can
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be calculated.
Ebinding = (Edonor + Eacceptor)− Edimer (1)
Multiple molecular geometries are possible for a given chemical with respective energy
minima on the potential energy surface. The populations of the different dimer conformations
in this project can be predicted using the Boltzmann factor equation that relates the relative
chemical populations p1 and p2 to the energies of two conformers E1 and E2.23
p2
p1
= e
E1−E2
kT (2)
k is Boltzmann’s constant while T is the temperature. These calculations are useful in
predicting the probable geometry of the hydrogen-bonded complex.
A normal mode IR spectrum can be calculated for the target monomers and dimers using
MOLPRO. The normal mode calculations neglect the effect of mechanical and electrical
anharmonicity, which has been shown to be important for hydrogen bonds.15,16,24,25 For
the purpose of studying the S-H stretching mode in hydrogen bonds, we use a local mode
calculation to predict both the fundamental and the overtone spectra using ab initio dipole
moment curves.15,16,18,26 The optimized bond length of interest r is varied from r − 0.30 Å
to r+0.40 Å in increments of 0.05 Å. A Morse oscillator describes the change in energy as a
function of bond length. This leads to vibrational energies that depend on both a harmonic
term ω and anharmonic term ωx as seen in the following equation:
En
hc
= ω(v +
1
2
)− ωx(v + 1
2
)2 v = 0, 1, 2, 3... (3)
in which v is the vibrational quantum level.23 This dipole moment curve is fitted as a
sixth-ordered polynomial. Through such means, the fundamental and overtone infrared
absorptions are predicted. An electric dipole approximation of the oscillator strength f from
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the ground state g to an excited state e is
feg = 4.70165× 10−7[cm D−2]ν˜eg|~µeg|2 (4)
in which the ν˜ is the transition frequency and ~µeg is the transition dipole moment.27 Using
the ab initio calculations, the fundamental and overtone IR absorptions can be predicted.
The dimer formation reaction scheme is illustrated in the Equation 5 below.23
monomer+monomer −−⇀↽− dimer (5)
The rate law of forming the hydrogen-bound dimer can thus be written as Equation 6,
K =
[dimer]
[monomer]2
(6)
which states an increase in dimer formation rate with an increase in monomer concentra-
tion.23 By adding known amounts of monomer(s) to a system, the observed dimer absorption
band allows for calculation of Equilibrium constant K.23
Experimental Methods
Equipment
The vapor-phase infrared absorptions of chemical systems are explored using a Nicolet iS50
FT-IR spectrometer with an XTR-KBr beam splitter and liquid nitrogen cooled MCT-A
detector. For gas cells, path lengths of both 10 cm and 10 m have been utilized. The 10-cm
path length gas cell has KBr glass walls and is single pass, while the 10-m is multi pass with
gold-plated mirrors. A glass vacuum line (Figure 2) is evacuated to 2× 10−4 torr pressure in
the main vacuum line and connected to multiple Schlenk tubes each containing a separate
chemical of interest. All connections between glassware are connected through o-ring joints
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to prevent leaking. A Dewar flask filled with liquid nitrogen at a cold trap to maintain
integrity of the pumps. A mixing bowl of 1-L volume is added to the vacuum line to create
mixtures of gases.
Figure 2: The vacuum line is shown with key elements labeled. The experimental setup illus-
trates necessary elements for IR absorption spectrum with ethanethiol (EtSH) and trimethy-
lamine (TMA) in a 10-cm path length gas cell.
Recording IR Absorption Spectra for Mixtures of Gases
Each absorption spectrum is taken with 500 scans at 1-cm−1 resolution. The mixing bowl
must be open to the line and evacuated. A background spectrum is recorded of the evacuated
cell at approximately 2 × 10−4 torr. Once the absorption spectrum has been recorded, the
10-cm cell is re-attached to the vacuum line and re-evacuated until the pressure gauge reads
baseline pressure.
To prepare a mixture of two gases, each chemical must be added sequentially into the
mixing bowl. Once the gas cell and the vacuums have been closed off from the vacuum
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line, the Schlenk tube of the first chemical (e.g. ethanethiol) is opened to the line, causing
ethanethiol to fill the vacuum line and the mixing bowl until a certain pressure P1 (e.g. 100
torr). Once the Schlenk tube has been closed, the mixing bowl is closed from the vacuum
line. The vacuum line is then evacuated by opening the vacuum line to the pumps until
baseline pressure is reached.
The addition of the second chemical requires loading the line with higher pressure than
that of the mixing bowl to prevent the first chemical from leaking. The pumps are closed
from the vacuum line, which is then loaded to a higher pressure than that of the first (e.g.
200 torr). The mixing bowl is opened to the line, causing the line pressure to decrease. Due
to the lower volume of the line, this step is repeated until the pressure of the line stops
decreasing and reaches equilibrium. This equilibrium pressure Pt is equal to the known
pressure of chemical 1 P1 and the now solvable pressure of chemical 2 P2. The mixing bowl
is closed from the vacuum line, which becomes evacuated once more until baseline pressure
is reached. Then, the gas cell may be opened concurrently with the mixing bowl until the
pressure gauge stabilizes. The gas cell is then disconnected and placed into the spectrometer
sample chamber where the IR absorption may be recorded.
Ptotal = P1 + P2 (7)
The corresponding monomer spectra are taken by recording chemicals 1 and 2 at pressures
P1 and P2, respectively. The mixing bowl is closed off from the line. Once the vacuum line
pressure is at baseline, the chemical is opened to the vacuum line and directly loaded into
the evacuated 10-cm gas cell until the desired P is reached.
Liquid Sample Preparation: Freeze-Pump-Thaw
For vapor-phase IR spectroscopy, the amount of atmospheric air with both CO2 and H2O in
each sample within the gas cells is kept to a minimum using a method known as freeze-pump-
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thaw for liquid chemicals. Vapor-phase chemicals are contained within cylinders that may
be directly connected to the vacuum line with chemical purity advertised by the supplier.
When adding a new chemical of interest to the vacuum line, a Schlenk tube is filled with
the chemical and attached to the vacuum line. Prior to opening the Schlenk tube to the
vacuum line, liquid nitrogen is placed into two Dewar flasks. With the first, a cold trap is
placed at the end of the line to prevent chemicals from reaching the pumps. The second
Dewar flask is used to freeze the newly added chemical. The Schlenk tube is opened to
the vacuum line such that the space above the frozen chemical has been evacuated through
the pumps. At this stage, the pressure in the vacuum line will increase from the baseline
2× 10−4 torr to the extent of chemical impurities that were present in the sample. After the
vacuum line with the connected Schlenk tube have been pumped down to baseline pressure,
the Schlenk tube is closed from the vacuum line and allowed to thaw. This theoretically
allows the dissolved impurities to fill the space above the liquid. The chemical is then frozen
using liquid nitrogen, opened to the vacuum line until baseline pressure is achieved, and
then closed from the pumps to allow for chemical to thaw. This process is repeated until
the measured final pressure in the pumping phase is at 10−3 torr. Molecular sieves were
additionally added to liquid samples prior to freeze-pump-thaw to improve the removal of
water.
Results and Discussion
Ethanol and Diethylamine as a Model System
The ethanol (EtOH) and diethylamine (DEA) system is a prototypical hydrogen-bonding
system. The hydrogen bonding in this system is expected to be stronger than in our SH-
containing systems, as the oxygen atom is much more electronegative than sulfur. Thus, the
evidence of the red-shifted absorption band for the O-H — N interaction would be readily
apparent and useful in showcasing the method of this study in a more conventional hydrogen-
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bonding system. The IR spectra for ETOH, DEA, and a mixture of EtOH and DEA are
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Vapor-phase IR spectra of ethanol (EtOH), diethylamine (DEA), and a mixture of
ethanol and diethylamine (EtOH-DEA) taken on 2017-07-13. The spectra have been offset
for clarity.
In a previous study, Howard and Kjaergaard examine a nearly identical system of methanol
(MeOH) and trimethylamine (TMA), and calculate a 352-cm−1 red shift from 3683 cm−1 to
3331 cm−1 upon complexation using the local mode model with scaled QCISD/6-311++G(d,p).16
Such calculations are necessary to not only assign absorption bands to certain vibrational
modes but also to resolve the location of the bands due to the inherently low intensities,
which are especially apparent in Figure 3 and Figure 4 (right). Furthermore, Howard and
Kjaergaard experimentally measured a 323-cm−1 red shift from 3681 cm−1 to 3358 cm−1.16
With the red shift, they calculate a 300-cm−1 decrease in the harmonic term ω˜ accompa-
nied by higher than 30-cm−1 increase in the anharmonic term ω˜x, which highlights the
need of an anharmonic treatment in studying hydrogen bonds.16 A closer examination of
the relevant range in the IR spectra is shown with the monomer OH stretching mode at
3665 cm−1 (Figure 4, left). Upon spectral subtraction of the monomers from the dimer, an
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absorption band remains at 3350 cm−1 that can be attributed to dimer formation (Figure 4,
right). The observed 350-cm−1 red shift of our EtOH-DEA system is markedly close to the
352-cm−1 red shift of MeOH-TMA by Howard and Kjaergaard.16 This experiment illustrates
the robust capacity of our experimental setup aided by the ab initio anharmonic local mode
calculations.
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Figure 4: Left: a closer examination of vapor-phase IR with OH stretching mode and pre-
dicted red-shift region. Right: the resolved red-shifted OH peak through spectral subtraction.
Ethanethiol and Trimethylamine
Ethanethiol (EtSH), which differs from ethanol through replacement of the oxygen atom
with a sulfur atom, will be studied as the hydrogen-bond donor with trimethylamine (TMA)
as the hydrogen-bond acceptor (Figure 1). Ab initio calculations at M06-2X/def2-ATZVPP
and CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 in Table 1 suggest a favorable binding energy Ebinding upon
complexation, suggesting that dimer formation is theoretically likely. Analagous geometries
from previous studies of EtOH-TMA were used for the EtSH-TMA system.18
Table 1: Calculated Energies of Optimized Geometries
Chemical Theory Energy (A.U.) Ebinding (kcal/mol)
EtSH M06-2X/def2-ATZVPP -477.9896203
CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 -477.441648
TMA M06-2X/def2-ATZVPP -174.4493325
CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 -174.2055392
EtSH-TMA M06-2X/def2-ATZVPP -652.4504159 7.19
CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 -651.6554372 5.18
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The vapor-phase IR spectra for EtSH, TMA, and a mixture of EtSH and TMA from 1000
cm−1 - 4000 cm−1 are shown in Figure 5 (left). The low intensities of the thiol stretching
mode near approximately 2600 cm−1 is evident, in which the local mode calculations for the
monomer EtSH and dimer EtSH-TMA systems are helpful in both location and assignment.
By spectrally subtracting the two monomer spectra from the EtSH-TMA mixture spectrum,
Figure 5 (right) does not reveal any evidence of absorption due to dimerization, but it
highlights the extent to which the asymmetric stretching band of CO2 interferes with the
observation. In Figure 4 (right), the EtOH-DEA dimer absorption band is near 0.02 intensity,
but the wideCO2 band (Figure 5, right) is nearly double at more than 0.04, which is troubling
due to the expected low intensity of the EtSH-TMA band. The local mode model was used
to calculate the fundamental stretching mode of the S-H bond in EtSH monomer and EtSH-
TMA dimer (Table 2). Using DF-MP2-F12/cc-PVDZ-F12, a red shift of 380 cm−1 from 2685
cm−1 to 2305 cm−1 was calculated and illustrated in Figure 6. This predicted red shift is
notably overlapping in the region obscured by the CO2 absorption. The calculations have
notable degree of inaccuracy when using the experimental observation of the monomeric
SH-stretch as a benchmark, though there is improvement with using a higher level of theory
at CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 (Figure 6).22 Currently, we are working towards CCSD(T)-
F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 local mode calculations of the dimer system due to their better electronic
description of molecules.
We have not yet been able to identify a peak as evidence of dimer formation. At present,
we think this is due to the overlap of the dimer band with the peak due to the asymmetric
stretch of CO2. This is apparent in Figure 5, but also in Figure 6 when the experimental
is compared to ab initio calculations. The computational spectrum (blue) overlaps with the
wide absorption band around 2350 cm−1 in the experimental EtSH-TMA spectrum (green).
Alternatively, there may be an absence of appreciable dimerization, but we cannot conclude
anything currently. In vapor-phase IR spectroscopy, imperfect background subtraction of
both water and carbon dioxide are constant obstacles. In Figure 7, the extent of imperfect
13
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Figure 5: Left: the vapor phase IR spectra of ethanethiol (EtSH), trimethylamine (TMA),
and a mixture of ethanethiol and trimethylamine (EtSH-TMA) from 1000 cm−1 to 4000 cm−1
on 2017-09-13 in the 10-cm cell. The EtSH monomer stretching mode is at approximately
2600 cm−1. Right: the EtSH and TMA spectra were subtracted from the mixture spectrum
to reveal no evidence of dimerization due to the asymmetric stretching absorption of CO2
centered at 2350 cm−1.
background subtractions lead to messy spectra with absorption bands that may obscure any
vibrational modes of interest. If the background spectrum has more water in the sample,
then the subtraction of the background absorption leads to the sharp ragged bending modes
of water seen in Figure 7 (left) with Backgrounds 1 and 3.28 On the other hand, we see
that a consistent amount of water may lead to a flat absorption curve in Background 2.
Most problematically, the asymmetric stretch of CO2 is both wide and intense, obscuring
a large portion of the region of interest (Figure 7, right). The relatively higher amount
of CO2 in the background spectrum leads to an over-subtraction with an intense negative
peak. In Background 2, the increased amount of CO2 in the experimental gas cell leads to
an insufficient subtraction with a large positive peak. We are continuing to work on ways
to minimize leaks in our experimental equipment that may lead to inconsistent amounts of
atmospheric CO2 between the background sample and the experimental sample. One such
method is to flow nitrogen gas into the FT-IR sample chamber to minimize the effect of
CO2. Another method may be to attempt to conduct low temperature studies that favor
dimerization.12
In addition to the large redshift of the SH-stretching mode, we predict the intensity of
this mode will increase greatly upon dimer formation. As the intensity of any IR mode is
14
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Figure 6: A closer examination of the vapor-phase IR spectra at the relevant range of 2200
cm−1 to 2800 cm−1 to observe possible red shifting of the SH-stretching mode. The calculated
local mode absorptions are drawn using a Lorentzian function with FWHM of 5 cm−1.
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Figure 7: The difficulty with imperfect background subtraction is shown with water (left)
and carbon dioxide (right).
determined by the change in dipole moment with respect to change in bond length, ab initio
calculations predict significant change in dipole moment of the dimer when compared to that
of the monomer (Figure 8).
Thioacetic Acid
While EtSH-TMA is the principal sulfur hydrogen-bonding system of our study, we have
also explored a particularly interesting molecule thioacetic acid (TAA) for its display of
both SH- and OH-stretching modes. TAA, as shown in Figure 9, tautomerizes at room
temperature between the thiol form with the S-H functional group and the thione form with
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Table 2: Local Mode Calculations and Parameters for EtSH and EtSH-TMA
Chemical Theory ω ωx 0 −−→ 1 (cm−1) Intensity
EtSH DF-MP2-F12/cc-PVDZ-F12 2773.37 44.2259 2684.92 2.12 ×10−7
EtSH CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 2719.54 48.4079 2622.72 7.88 ×10−7
EtSH-TMA DF-MP2-F12/cc-PVDZ-F12 2482.79 88.8788 2305.03 1.80 ×10−4
EtSH-TMA MP2-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 2473.72 88.9419 2305.84 1.80 ×10−4
The calculated local mode harmonicit frequencies ω, the anharmonicities ωx, fundamental
frequencies, and intensities for the SH-stretching mode in the EtSH monomer and
EtSH-TMA dimer at various different levels of theory and basis set.
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Figure 8: The comparison of the dipole moments with respect to bond displacement is shown
between the monomer EtSH and the dimer EtSH-TMA at DF-MP2-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12
the O-H functional group, per nomenclature used by Delaere et. al.29 As a result, hydrogen
bonds of both an alcohol and thiol are potentially observable and is a useful case study for
non-conventional hydrogen bonds. Between monomeric TAA tautomers, the thiol form is
much more stable and has a relative Boltzmann population of approximately 98.59% based
on CCSDT(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ optimized geometry energies (Table 3). Correspondingly, the
trans-conformation of thione occupies 1.41% relative population (Table 3). These population
trends share agreement with theoretical studies examining monomeric thioformic acid.29 The
syn-TAA conformations of the methyl hydrogen to the double-bonded S or O were considered
only due to higher instability with anti or gauche.
Given the demonstrated dimerization of carboxylic acids, we predicted that TAA would
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Figure 9: The two tautomers of thioacetic acid are shown with the thiol form (left) and the
thione form (right).
Table 3: The Theoretical Boltzmann Population of Monomeric Thioacetic Acid
Tautomer Geometrya Energy (A.U.) Population (%)
Thiol trans -551.4208481 83.05
Thiol cis -551.4192663 15.54
Thione trans -551.4170031 1.41
Thione cis -551.4075151 6.07 ×10−5
The optimized geometries of thioacetic acid at CCSD(T)-F12 theory with cc-pVDZ basis
set. a: the trans and cis terms refer to the orientation of the X-H functional group with
respect to the methyl carbon.
form similar cyclic homodimer structures.25,30 The closed cyclic thiol-thiol and thione-thione
geometries, with M06-2X/def2-ATZVPP, were studied as opposed to those of the open con-
formation due to the closed conformation’s increased stability with the formation of two
hydrogen bonds with binding cooperativity.30 The thiol-thiol dimer is 44.38 kcal/mol more
stable than its thione-thione counterpart. The thione-thione dimer calculations reveal higher
stabilization energy of nearly 1218 kcal/mol while that of the thiol-thiol reveal 6 kcal/mol,
but the magnitude of stabilization is likely artificially inflated due to basis set superposition
error in which the two monomers utilize the basis functions of one another to describe elec-
tron distribution.31 This may be addressed by either using counterpoise correction or using
larger basis sets, but there is an agreement with literature that reports the stabilization
energy of OH — S as greater than SH — O.29 Although the TAA thiol-thione dimer is yet
to be considered, it is expected to be between the two dimers as demonstrated in thioformic
acid and will be considered for future work.29
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Local mode calculations for the trans TAA monomers and dimers were calculated at
various levels of theory as highlighted in Table 4. With CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12, the
fundamental frequencies were 2620 cm−1 and 3560 cm−1 for thiol’s S-H and thione’s OH
stretching modes, respectively. A thioacetic spectrum is shown in Figure 10, illustrating
observable vibrational transitions at 2601 cm−1 and 3460 cm−1. The first peak shows a
characteristic S-H absorption peak with rovibrational P, Q, and R branches clearly defined
and similar to that of ethanethiol, and the second peak occurs int he region where OH
stretching modes are expected. In attempt to predict red-shifted S-H and O-H modes as
evidence for hydrogen-bound dimers, local mode calculations were done at M06-2X/ATZVPP
and compared to the theoretical monomer equivalents. The thiol-thiol dimer is calculated
to exhibit a red-shifted S-H stretch at approximately 2410 cm−1, which is an approximate
200 cm−1 red shift. On the other hand, the thione-thione dimer is calculated to have a red-
shifted O-H stretch at 2820 cm−1. While we do not have a theoretical local mode equivalent
calculation for monomeric thione, we estimate a rough 700 - 800 cm−1 red shift. Notably,
the intensity of an S-H stretching mode is predicted to increase upon complexation similar
to ethanethiol (Table 4).
Table 4: Local Mode Calculations and Parameters for TAA
Tautomer Theory ω ωx 0 −−→ 1 (cm−1) Intensity
Thiol (trans) M06-2X/def2-ATZVPP 2733.93 44.60 2645 7.50 ×10−7
B3LYP-D/def2-ATZVPP 2709.81 44.67 2620 6.71 ×10−7
CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 2720.33 47.50 2625 3.29 ×10−7
CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVTZ-F12 2714.26 47.17 2620 4.01 ×10−7
Thiol-Thiol M06-2X/def2-ATZVPP 2655.03 123.26 2410 7.62 ×10−5
Thione (trans) CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 3739.33 93.78 3550 4.94 ×10−5
CCSD(T)-F12/cc-pVDZ-F12 3731.85 86.38 3560 6.67 ×10−6
Thione-Thione M06-2X/def2-ATZVPP 3144.46 163.70 2820 1.64 ×10−8
The local mode calculations generate the harmonicity term ω, the anharmonicity term ωx,
fundamental frequencies, and its intensities for thioacetic acid at various different levels of
theory and basis set. The overtone calculations are not shown.
When looking at the TAA IR absorption spectrum more closely as shown in Figure 11,
there is an evident absorption peak centered at 2487 cm−1. The observed mode is approxi-
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Figure 10: The vapor-phase IR spectrum of thioacetic acid (TAA) from 2019-07-19 in the 10-
cm cell. The S-H (thiol) stretching mode is approximately 2601 cm−1 and the O-H (thione)
stretching mode is approximately 3460 cm−1.
mately 114 cm−1 red-shifted compared to the monomeric S-H stretch, which is much smaller
than the predicted 200 cm−1. This band, however, has been attributed by El-Assar et. al. in
S-methyl thioacetate as a combination band of C-C stretching mode and C-CH3 symmetric
bending mode.32 Alencastro and Sandorfy conduct a low temperature condensed-phase IR
study, in which lower temperatures caused the emergence of a red-shifted peak attributed
to dimerization.12 The dimer absorption band in their study was broad with a half-width
of 68 cm−1 at -183◦ C, illustrating that our dimer band of interest is likely to have a broad
absorption. Therefore, the absorption at 2487 cm−1 is likely a combination band due to its
peculiar shape that resembles a rovibrational P and R branch as opposed to a broad dimer
band. In the left-end of Figure 11, the imperfect subtraction of atmospheric CO2 continues
to obscure any observation of potential red-shifted S-H modes in that wide-banded region.
This is a challenge that we hope to address in the same methods mentioned for ethanethiol.
For the thione-thione system, the local mode model predicts a dimer absorption at 2815
cm−1. Using similar normal mode calculations to create a theoretical monomeric IR spectra
for both cis- and trans-thione at CCSD(T)-F12a/cc-pVDZ-F12, there were no calculated
harmonic frequencies of absorption from 2000 cm−1 to 3000 cm−1 that could potentially
assign the peak at 2729 cm−1. While this is suggestive of being evidence for red-shifted
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OH stretching mode, we hope to conduct an all-mode anharmonic calculation for the TAA
systems.
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Figure 11: A closer examination in the red-shift-predicted region of the IR absorption spec-
trum from 2350 cm−1 - 2800 cm−1.
In creating a heterodimer system with TAA, we attempted both trimethylamine (TMA)
and diethylamine (DEA) as hydrogen-bond acceptors. Upon mixing of the two gases, how-
ever, a white crystalline solid formed. These results suggest that the basicity of either
molecule was too high, and the hydrogen-bond donation interaction led favorably to the
formation of an ionic salt onto the walls. We plan to continue dimer studies with TAA by
consideration of hydrogen-bond acceptors that are less basic than both trimethylamine and
diethylamine.
Conclusion
Sulfur hydrogen bonding has been explored in both ethanethiol and thioacetic acid systems.
By using the anharmonic local mode model to successfully observe evidence of EtOH-DEA
hydrogen bonding, we have demonstrated the robust capacity of our experimental setup
as well as the aptitude of our chosen ab initio calculations for examining sulfur hydrogen
bonding. In the EtSH-TMA system, we predict a 300 cm−1 to 400 cm−1 red shift with
an appreciable intensity due to the significant changes in dipole moment with respect to
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Figure 12: The mixing of thioacetic acid vapor and trimethylamine created a white solid
along the walls of the mixing bowl. Similar results were seen with diethylamine.
varying bond length in the proposed EtSH-TMA dimer structure. TAA, additionally, has
been examined due to its display of both SH- and OH-stretching modes, but the study at
present has been hindered through a formation of an ionic solid with DEA and TMA. For
future research, we are aiming to purge CO2 with N2 to uncover the IR range of interest.
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Appendix A: Example Z-Matrix
EtSH Z-Matrix
C1
C2 1 rcc
S 1 rcs 2 accs
H 1 rch1 2 acch1 3 dccoh1
H 1 rch1 2 acch1 3 −dccoh1
H 2 rch2 1 acch2 3 0.0
H 2 rch2 1 acch2 3 dccoh2
H 2 rch2 1 acch2 3 −dccoh2
H 3 rsh 1 acsh 2 180.0
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EtSH Optimized Variables
RCC= 1.53928896 ANGSTROM
RCS= 1.82094112 ANGSTROM
ACCS= 108.91389705 DEGREE
RCH1= 1.08828026 ANGSTROM
ACCH1= 110.94982253 DEGREE
DCCOH1= 119.76619154 DEGREE
RCH2= 1.08991263 ANGSTROM
ACCH2= 111.22304701 DEGREE
DCCOH2= 119.71312375 DEGREE
RSH= 1.33860764 ANGSTROM
ACSH= 97.31596207 DEGREE
Appendix B: Faith and Science
The intersection of my Christian faith and scholarship has never been obvious and apparent.
In fact, the study of two-molecule systems through physical chemistry for my honor’s project
seems to make it even more difficult to find. Coming from a largely evangelical tradition of
my home church, I struggled with the apparent dichotomy that existed between faith and
scholarship: that is, the very act of scholarship was painted as a detriment to one’s faith and
perhaps even anti-Christian. What was I to do as one who enjoyed reading in his spare time
and learning the empirical sciences? I found myself in constant struggle to reconcile these
very ideas.
To address this, I found that I was not only not alone in this struggle but also that there
is an inherent need for scholarship in Christian faith by reading Noll’s the Scandal of the
Evangelical Mind. I borrow Noll’s language in his description: the "modern American evan-
gelicals have failed notably in sustaining serious intellectual life" as a result of emphasis on
well-intentioned works that "do not themselves assist intellectual vitality" such as "feeding
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the hungry, living simply, and banning the bomb" (3).1 The problem exists because "the
comprehensive reality of Christianity itself demands specifically Christian consideration of
the world we inhabit, whether that consideration is of social theory, the history of science,
other historical changes, the body, the arts, literature, or more" (30).1 Instead, there is a
void of Christian lens due to the forced secularization of scholarship as well as the unwar-
ranted avoidance of scholarship by Christians. The danger of this lies in the lack of deeply
foundational guidelines. The benefit of having Christian faith as a scholar is the ability to
have a frame of reference from which to guide thoughts and actions. Marsden, in his book
the Outrageous Idea of Christian Scholarship, similarly writes that the theologically-absent
framework limits moral frameworks to the "cultural functions they perform" and are subject
to large distortions of human rights due to the lack of having a deeply rooted framework
(85, 93).2 Despite the seeming lack of space for scholarship in the faith tradition that I was
raised in, I begin to see the place where my inclination for academia can have value for my
identification as a Christian scholar.
Both Noll and Marsden address the void of Christian consideration in scholarship, and I
believe that my role as a Christian scholar is first introduced in this concept. Through my
Christian faith, I believe that I will come into my research with a Christian frame of reference
that will serve as a guide. This, however, does not mean that I abandon scientific methods
and pray for understanding of the hydrogen bonding of organic sulfur compounds. Rather,
this faith manifests in ways that act as guiding principles as I approach the honor’s project
and navigate through the questions. To Marsden, this may be an attitude: scholarship is
a "source of humility...rather than engendering intellectual arrogance" that can find deeper
joy with the world that God has created (96).2 With respect to my project, it pulls the very
purpose of the question as well as the intention of study. Am I simply researching for results?
What purpose does improving scientific theory and understanding of hydrogen bonding do
for the Christian faith? Does this scholarship not take time away from "feeding the hungry,
living simply, and banning the bomb" as well as from my faith (3)?1 The overarching goal
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and guiding principle is one that aides not only in the planning of the project but also the
steering of new obstacles that arise.
Through the completion of my honors project, I envision that improved understanding
of hydrogen bonding will be a contribution to the greater attempt at understanding climate
change recklessly caused by human. In particular, Genesis 1:26-28 comes to mind: "Then
God said, ’let us make man in our image, after our likeness. And let them have dominion
over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the heavens and over the livestock and over
all the earth and over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth’" Through the very
creation of humankind, I truly believe that humans were given a responsibility over creation.
While not as apparent as an act of faith, I believe that taking actions to ensure proper
stewardship over the earth is an acknowledgment to the relationship that I have with God
and is therefore a positive contribution to my Christian faith. Ever since I was in elementary
school, I recall always having a heart to learn, whether it be by diligently working on math
homework for hours or by reading classic novels in my spare time. I believe that this gift
of a heart to learn prompts an appropriate response of utilizing it towards Christian-framed
scholarship by always keeping Jesus as the center guide. Thus, I find myself pursuing a
chemistry education because I felt as though I gained more and more insight to the beautiful
mechanics that seem to underly the very phenomenon we see in the world as "normal." In
this pursuit in my undergraduate education, I view as an opportunity to place faith in a
place where faith has been gradually pushed out.
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